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Abstract 

Remarkable equipment development in the field of communication and the growing 

end user requirement has lifted the need for multi-functional wireless communication 

devices. Since antenna is the basic part of each wireless communication scheme and 

multi-functional antennas are looked-for to meet up the requirements of present 

progress, those be able to sustain compound functions in a particular antenna 

constituent by sustaining other than one operational frequency . For this reason 

reconfigurable multiband antennas can be used basically to lessen the amount of 

antennas needed for projected system application. 

Moreover, conventional antennas are deficient in the ability to adjust as altering 

operating situations that could limits the system performance. Consequently, the use 

of reconfigurable antennas helps out to overcome incapability of conventional 

antennas and improve the system recital for example in applications like as cognitive 

radio where system parameters differ with the changing in circumstances. 

This thesis purpose is to design of Reconfigurable Multiband Microstrip Antenna 

equipped with the competence of fine-tuning one of its functioning frequencies 

independently. Varactor diodes are used, and the capacitance range from 1 pF to 10 

pF are engaged to get reconfigualbility and High Frequency Structure Simulator 

(HFSS) V 13 software tool is used to carry out the antenna designing. 
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1 Fundamentals of Antennas 

1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter we will learn the basic fundamentals of antennas. The word antenna is 

a key module of any wireless and Radio communication system is a device that has 

an ability of transmission and reception of electromagnetic energy. According to IEEE 

standard definitions of terms for antenna (IEEE Std 145-1983) defines antenna as a 

way of radiating or receiving radio waves[1]. More broadly, antenna at the 

transmitting end transforms the information signal into an electromagnetic energy and 

transmits it via free space as a source of medium and at the receiving side the 

electromagnetic wave is received as a result information signal by conversion 

process is received, this treatment know how to as transducer. In erstwhile prose, it is 

switch from a guided wave transmission procession to unguided energy in free space 

,at the receiving end the reverse process is been done devoid of  intervening 

arrangement[1]. The frequencies for carrying this communication can be consulted 

from electromagnetic spectrum [1].  

In the soft tissue, an antenna is a collection of one or more conductors, in other word 

called rudiments in this perspective. In transmission, a discontinuous current is 

shaped in the elements by applying a voltage at the antenna terminals, and the 

elements to emit an electromagnetic energy. In  the reception side ,the same reverse 

process is being used as the typical communication system is defined as its default 

[1]. 

As it is declared that the antenna is key essential component of any Radio and 

wireless communication. There numerously applications of antenna such as 

commercially antenna is being used cellular communication, space craft, for 

broadcasting purpose like TV, Wireless LAN for computer in form of Wi-Fi, for 

location parameters GPS needs antenna. Like it is also used in ships, Bluetooth, 

Radio frequency ID (RFID) [1, 2] . In contemporary scenario every communication 

system is going to wireless for this antenna demand is growing. 
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1.2 Antenna Parameters 

There are quite a few parameters that have major impact on the antenna 

performance. Thus, these parameters must be consider while antenna designing. 

Following are the basic antenna parameters [1, 2,3]. We will thrash out briefly one by 

one. 

1.2.1 Antenna Pattern 

It is a mathematical or graphical demonstration of the radiation properties of the 

antenna as a gathering of space coordinates. Mostly, it is deliberate in far-field and 

represented by directional coordinates. For an antenna, field pattern represents the 

intrigue of the magnitude of the electric or magnetic field as a function of the angular 

space and typically plotted in linear scale whilst Power pattern represents a plot of 

the square of the magnitude of the electric or magnetic field as a function of the 

angular space. Power pattern is plotted in both linear scale and dB Radiation 

properties include the flux density, directivity, polarization, and radiation intensity field 

strength [1]. 

1.2.2 Gain  

The ratio of the power radiated or received by meticulous antenna in a prearranged 

direction, to the power radiated or received by a taking reference ideal isotropic 

antenna in cooperation fed by the similar power. Due the isotropic as ideal antenna 

we take in dBi as reference unit [1].  

1.2.3 Radiation Intensity 

“The power radiated from antenna per unit solid angle” and this parameter is 

considered as far field parameter [1]. 

1.2.4 Resonant Frequency  

The resonant frequency (𝑓𝑐) is in fact the difference in end result between higher and 

lower frequencies it is frequently called middle operational frequency. 

1.2.5 Beam width 

 No wrong it is trade off parameter for quality figure of merit between sides lobes, 

according to IEEE: “In a plane containing maximum beam of direction, the angle 

between two directions in which the radiation intensity is one half value of the beam”. 
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In an antenna prototype, a number of beam-widths but most commonly used beam 

widths are the Half-Power beam width (HPBW) and First-Null beam width (FNBW) 

[1]. 

1.2.6 Directivity 

“The ratio of the radiation intensity in a prearranged direction from the antenna to the 

radiation intensity averaged over all directions, the average radiation power intensity 

is equivalent to the radiated power by the antenna divided by 4π”. 

1.2.7 Antenna Efficiency 

The mixture of efficiencies based on antenna total efficiency, total efficiency e0 is 

equal to multiplication of reflection conduction and dielectric efficiencies. Each has its 

specific losses, mismatches and dimensions [1]. 

1.2.8 Beam width Efficiency 

This efficiency is worn for to test out the excellence of transmitting and   receiving 

antennas [1].  

1.2.9 Bandwidth 

The properties of input impedance, polarization, gain of an antenna do not necessary 

vary in the same manner moreover there is no distinctive characterization of the 

bandwidth [1] “The range of frequencies contained by which the performance of the 

antenna, with respect to some characteristic, remains within the particular standard”. 

1.2.10 Polarization 

The point of reference of electromagnetic wave from antenna is called polarization 

[1]. Polarization is one of the important parameter of antenna, in ideal case elliptical 

polarization is taken as default. 

1.3 Antennas Types 

There are so many types of antennas here we will discuss some few important types 

of antennas which are broadly used in real life [1]. 
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1.3.1 Wire Antennas 

Wire antenna is one of the oldest cheapest antennas however it is multitalented in 

many applications. There are many kind of Wire antenna like mono pole, dipole, It is 

also simple one as compare others antennas [1]. 

1.3.2 Loop Antennas 

The next simplest, cheapest and adaptable antenna is loop antenna; this antenna 

has its own worth due to ease and according to the appliance which is demanded for. 

This has quite a lot of shapes like rectangle, triangle, elliptical, square, circle and 

many more according to the requirement [1]. In general case there are two subtype of 

loop antenna such as electrically small and electrically large depending on the 

wavelength of antenna [1]. 

1.3.3 Arrays Antennas 

Array antenna is new antenna which is usually fashioned with number of elements. 

The formation on identical element for array antenna is not an easy task, five pedals 

which can be used to figure the pattern which are following, the geometrical 

composition among elements, comparative displacement, excitation amplitude, 

excitation phase, and relative pattern of personage elements [1]. 

1.3.4 Aperture Antennas 

Aperture antennas are used in spacecraft because these are having the ability to go 

up on the surface of aircraft easily as in handy sense. The different geometrical 

configurations can be seen in figure1 [1]. 

   

 

              Figure 1:Aperture Antennas Configurations [1] 
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1.3.5 Horn Antennas 

Horn antennas are most largely used as microwave antennas, these antennas get 

prominent in World War II when microwave and transmission lines were used[1].Due 

to high gain, simplicity of parameters made it as widespread candidate of 

applications. Some designs of horn is shown in figure2 [1]. 

 

         Figure 2: Horn Antenna Electromagnetic Configurations [1] 

1.3.6 Reflector Antennas 

The reflector antennas be worn for deep space communication for example space 

program and specially their employment on the surface of the moon, resulted 

establishing the reflector antenna more or less as a household dress up during in 

1960s[1]. Various geometric arrangement of this antenna can be seen in figure3 [1]. 

 

  

                 Figure 3: Reflector Antennas Configuration [1] 
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1.3.7 Micro Strip Antennas 

Micro strip antennas are used in high profile applications like aircraft, space craft, and 

satellite where the size ,performance, weight ,installation does matter ,because micro 

strip antenna is one of the best contender to meet up these requirements[1].Currently 

this antenna is commercially tattered like mobile communication, wireless radio other 

than government custody. Micro strip antenna is also called patch antenna. The 

shape of the patch depend on the application and demand, more common shapes 

are square, rectangular.  

Most main disadvantages of patch antennas are the low profile efficiency, low power 

level; deprived polarization purity, narrow frequency bandwidth, and underprivileged 

scan [1]. The patch configuration is shown in figure4 [1]. 

 

                  Figure 4:  Configuration of Different Patches [1] 

1.3.8 Smart Antennas 

The encroachment in small power, cost in digital processors especially in ASICs 

applications for example ICs, in addition to pioneering software base signal 

processing algorithms, to facilitate smart antennas have received massive interest 

universal [1]. 

Smart antennas improve the communication structure performance together with 

capacity, range multipath management, mitigation of fading [1]. Some smart 

Antennas are shown in figure5 [1]. 
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          Figure 5: Smart Antennas in Wireless Communication [1] 

1.4 Why Reconfigurable Antennas? 

Necessitates of antennas for communication systems is not a novel condition. 

Antennas are the primary and critical components of every wireless communication 

systems and are being worn in cellular phones, radars, laptops, satellites and a lot of 

other applications ever since several past years.  Novelties in contemporary 

communication systems need antennas to be capable of with intellectual 

competence. For example a promising cognitive radio communications systems that 

alter their operational characteristics in agreement with the deviations in the 

environments and circumstances. Thus, such systems have need of intelligent 

antennas that adapt their basic operating parameters for instance operating 

frequency, polarisation and radiation pattern with the varying requests. This 

stimulates the researcher to investigate the novel field of antennas called 

“Reconfigurable Antennas”.  Those antennas have the capability of altering its 

elementary operational characteristics. 

1.5 Aims and Objectives 

The aim of this thesis is to design a Multiband Reconfigurable Microstrip Antenna for 

WLAN and for cognitive radio. Additionally, intents of this thesis are as follows: 

1. Literature Review: It involved the study of basics of reconfigurable antennas. 

2. Designing: It covers the designing of antenna models by means of Ansoft HFSS 

V 13 (latest). 
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3. Parametric Studies: It comprises the analysis of different geometrical 

parameters and its consequence over antenna response. 

4. Optimization: The optimization of antennas parameters. 

5. Testing:  It rivets assessment of experimental results with those attained in 

simulation results. 

6. Error Review and Correction 

7. Report Writing 

8. Finalizing the Proposed Project 

1.6 Methodology 

The antenna designing is concluded by using Ansoft HFSS v.13. Microstrip 

rectangular patch antenna is premeditated and lumped port excitation is been used. 

U and E shape slots are etched in the patch to realize multiband resonance of 

frequencies. Radio Frequency (RF) fine-tuning varactor diodes are engaged to obtain 

tune-ability or reconfiguration. The antenna is projected on “Fiber-glass Reinforced 

epoxy”FR-4 material. 

1.7 Dissertation Layout 

Upcoming communication systems will call for intellectual antenna systems to sustain 

their function like cognitive communication systems need antennas with multi-band 

and reconfigurable competencies. That's why; a design of Multiband reconfigurable 

microstrip antenna up to with the ability of achieving free tuning of frequency band is 

projected.  

Chapter 2 meticulously covers about all the rudiments relating reconfigurable 

antennas ranging from what comprise reconfigualbility to the methods can be worn to 

get it. It illustrates the vital antenna parameters, categorization of reconfigualbility for 

exemplar frequency response, radiation pattern and polarisation, a range of methods 

to achieve every sort of reconfiguration with examples for each of the technique, 

practical inferences that required considering whilst designing and applications of 

reconfigurable antennas. 

Chapter 3 presents the general impression of the software tool used for antenna 

design (HFSS). It illustrates the features, key innovations and the high performance 

computing (HPC) preference (for case DDM, DSO and MP) used by HFSS V 13 to 

give inter and intra-machine dispensation for problem solving. It also depicts the 
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HFSS-IE, an elective solver that is very efficient for radiation and scattering studies of 

outsized objects particularly conducting structures. in addition, it explains MoM, a 

method mainly used by HFSS to solve problems and application of HFSS.  

Chapter 4 presents the aspect insight keen on the designing of reconfigurable 

antenna. It explains the geometry of purposed designed, parametric studies 

conceded to identify antenna characteristics; simulation results and working problems 

are also examined. The conclusion and future works are also realized.  
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2 Reconfigurable Antennas 

2.1 Introduction 

The up-and-coming area of reconfigurable antennas as of basic concepts that grant 

nearby into deep-seated design approaches to highly developed technique, which 

offers significant new capabilities for next generation applications. As antennas are 

the key and essential gears of communication and radar systems but from time to 

time their incapability to alter to new operational scenarios can limit system 

performance[2]. 

Creation of reconfigurable antennas with the purpose of take on with varying system 

requirements or situation conditions can rearrange or eliminate these restrictions and 

offer additional levels of functionality for any system[2]. Additionally reconfigurable 

antennas on portable wireless devices can facilitate to get better a noisy link or 

redirect transmitted to save battery life .Reconfigurable antennas might be used to 

make available added capabilities with the intention of possibly will result in wider 

instantaneous frequency bandwidths, additional scan volumes, and radiation patterns 

with more sought-after side lob distributions[2]. Reconfigualbility, is the ability to 

adjust an individual radiator’s fundamental operating features through electrical, 

mechanical, or others resources and fundamental characteristics of antennas remain 

unaffected [2,4].Ideally , reconfigurable antenna should be able to alter their 

operating frequencies , impedance , polarization and radiation patterns autonomously 

to put up  varying operating environments[2].These days radio electronic system take 

up multiple antenna systems , reconfigurable antenna derived from new set of 

antennas here PIN diodes been used for reconfigualbility[5].Compact reconfigurable 

antennas are introduced for mobile communication devices, this antenna can 

facilitate such as Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM), Digital 

Communication System (DCS), Personal Communication System (PCS), Universal 

Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS), Bluetooth, Wireless Local Area Network 

(LAN) and Long- Term Evolution ( LTE) [ 4,5].Consequently reconfigurable antennas 

may well convey the similar functionality more than one conventional single principle 

system, noteworthy savings in cast, weight, dimensions and maintenance 

possessions may be utilizable[2].Of course integrating latest kinds of functionality 

keen on antennas will not  automatically end result  in advanced or equivalent 
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performance and near to the ground casts , system designer require to be make use 

of these latest degrees of independence and functionality so to facilitate the antenna 

becomes more vigorous part of communication link, operational with new circuits, 

signal processing technique and communication and protocols[2]. 

2.2 Significant Parameters intended for Antenna function 

Antenna needed two types of information in order to work at proper level of 

functioning, the input impedance characterises over frequency which also named as 

frequency response and the radiation pattern [2].Because without impedance match, 

a transmitter can experience on or after disunite  reflection that can smash up other 

components and wasting of power, on the other hand receiver will go through from 

lessen sensitivity for which we need further signal amplification[2].As the antenna 

frequency is identified, the radiation patterns be known. 

2.2.1 Frequency Response 

As we know frequency response is, the input impedance over frequency although 

input impedance could be in complex due the antenna is a circuit part. Input 

impedance can be used to find out the reflection coefficient (Г) and others 

parameters like voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) and return loss (RL)[6].Antenna 

have generally but not always 50Ω,due to this impendence reflection coefficient will 

be zero, voltage standing wave ratio will be one and RL is equal to infinity . There is 

no condition that whole system based on 50Ω as suggestion, in reality altered 

reference point could be better for suiting a power or low down noise amplifier in 

systems[6]. The input impedance is determined with the help of Smith chart [6].Smith 

chart is an vital means for antenna’s designer for the reason that it shows reflection 

coefficient but also find the antenna’s frequency conduct like capacitive or inductive, 

that can be used to fine-tune or reconfigure the antenna [2]. 

The antenna frequency bandwidth is seeing that, the frequencies band where 

impedance is such that the voltage standing wave ratio at the antenna is a lesser 

amount of or the same to 2:1by taking typical impedance 50Ω[2].The antenna shows 

reverberation on frequency where input impedance is actual[2].   
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2.2.2 Radiation pattern 

Radiation patterns of an antenna give graphical interpretation of far-field radiation 

properties and measure antenna capability to transmit or receive signals in exact 

directions[2].Radiation intensity associated to power or just electric field in units of 

decibels (dB) , the gain of an model isotropic starting place (dBi)[2]. Radiation 

characteristics of antenna could be present seeing that electric and magnetic 

patterns, called main patterns[1][7]. 

 Polarization is a very important parameter of antenna’s owing  the piece of 

information which help out to distinctive signals in space, consequently execute as a 

spatial strain for redundant signals , there are three main kinds of  polarization is , 

linear, elliptical, and circular ,and the direction of rotation for circular and elliptical is 

find with vector field point of view to the antennas [4][2]. The half power beam-width 

is the angular partition in where the scale of the radiation pattern decreased by -3dB 

as of the peak of the major beam , for example at -3dB is 78 degree and at peak 

beam value is 103 degree the half power beam-width (HPBW) is 25[3].  

 Directivity is “The ratio of the radiation intensity in a prearranged direction from the 

antenna to the radiation intensity averaged over all directions, the average radiation 

power intensity is equivalent to the radiated power by the antenna divided by 4π.” 

The different antenna’s has different directivities like monopole antenna has1.73dB[1] 

. 

Gain of the antenna is actually the capability of transmitting a power in specific 

direction by taking typical isotropic antenna as model[1]. Antenna efficiency (η) is the 

ratio between delivered power to the antenna and dissolute power inside the 

antenna[1]. The directivity (D) and gain (G) of an antenna which as follows [2]. 

 

G (gain) = η×D   

The effectiveness of a distinctive antenna is identify by the losses occur in 

conductors and dielectrics, In reconfigurable antennas, such sort losses may possibly 

increases [2]. In reconfigurable antenna’s  controlled  changes in dielectric or 

magnetic is been made [2].Effective losses might be the cause of current leakage all 

the way through control lines by circuitry worn to enable the antenna reconfiguration 

[2]. 
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2.3 Design Considerations of Reconfigurable Antennas 

Because antennas provide as transducer linking guided and unguided 

electromagnetic waves, therefore antenna is the part of Radio Frequency (RF) 

circuitry[2]. Due this radiation and frequency have impact on each other at the same 

time, alteration in frequency give a result in change in radiation [2].To overcome 

these issues designer ‘s provided some methods to solve out these problems. 

i. The easy approach is use to only reconfigurable antennas in such 

applications or systems where these linkages between parameters are 

acceptable or fit with the system needs, this is a case when frequency 

reconfigurable antennas have small frequency ranges(small changes in 

antenna effective length needed to alter the operating band and no 

significant effect on radiation pattern[2]. 

ii. In second approach is to get advantage of this linkage. Antennas have 

numerous resonant modes; on the whole it shows different radiation 

characteristics for each of the mode[2]. Bands be able to be switched at 

the same time to get entire benefit of antenna’s inbuilt characteristics with 

no making any attempt to kill or diminish the radiation pattern-frequency 

response group, for example spiral antennas might be used to attain unlike 

radiation pattern in excess of different frequency bands for wireless 

systems[8]. 

iii.  Designers have to have the get rid of connection between frequency 

response and radiation pattern consequently the one property be able to 

modify significantly from other [2].  

2.4  Antennas Reconfiguration Methods  

There are three main ways to reconfigure the antennas. 

1) Frequency response  

2) Polarisation  

3) Radiation pattern 

We will explore one by one but here in this thesis frequency response method will be 

the main discussion. 
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2.4.1 Frequency Response Reconfigualbility  

Frequency reconfigurable antennas are also acknowledged as tuneable antennas. 

Largely, these antennas can be classify  in two categories depend on the type of their 

tune-ability[2]. 

2.4.1.1  Continuous: This kind of reconfiguration does level transition takes place 

from on operating frequency to other. Such antennas permit continuous shift 

in frequency rather than discrete shift[9]. 

2.4.1.2  Switched: In this types of discrete changes take place with switches like 

PIN diodes[10]. A sample of diode as switch can be seen in figure6 [11].   

 

                            
  

              Figure 6:  PIN Diode Structure and its Equivalent Circuit[11] 

 

The quality factor (Q) of PIN diode is less at higher frequencies like Q is less than 3 

when frequency is 10GHZ, due to high insertion loss the antenna gain is 

decreased[11].MEMS switches as compare to the PIN diode has better Q point at 

higher frequencies , there are two type of MEMS switch[11]. 

1) Electrostatic S-shaped film 

2) Multi-stable cantilever 

These two typed of switches shown in figure 7[11] and 8[11]. 
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                      Figure 7: Electrostatic S-shaped Film [11]. 

         

              

                            Figure 8: Multi-Stable Cantilever[11]. 

diverse vigorous devices like MEMS, PIN diode, and FET switches were used to 

switch the port and ground of inverted F antenna (PIFA)[11]. 

Frequency reconfiguration as a rule done by varying the operating frequency of an 

antenna as keeping its radiation unaffected[11].The operating frequency of a 

resonant antenna variable by adding a few switches to adjust the resonance length 

or aperture of its resonator; otherwise, it can be through by means of switching the 

antenna grounds [5][13]. Lot of study on frequency reconfiguration have been done 

on the slot antenna [7], microstrip Yagi antenna [14],loaded patch antenna , 

and  a rectangular patch antenna amid square slot with two PIN diodes [15]. 
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Frequency-reconfigurable antennas are utilized widely in several frequencies and 

frequency-agile wireless systems[11]. 

Tuning the operating frequency of an can be done straightforwardly by altering its 

effective electrical length, which is restricted by the bias voltages of solid state shunt 

PIN diode switches positioned next to the slot resonator[11]. 

In figure 9, the frequency reconfiguration is shown with switches. 

                         

                                      Figure 9: Configuration of a Reconfigurable Slot Antenna[11] 

From the figure9[11] which is shown above using PIN diodes as switch , here in this 

figure four switch have been used ,S1 to S4 . 

A dual-band frequency-reconfigurable Yagi antenna is premeditated by Wahid [14]. 

The frequency reconfigurable Yagi antenna is exposed in figure 10[11]. It consists of 

two independent Yagi antennas which are made on the similar plane, switching amid 

2.4 and 5.78 GHz[11]. The Yagi antenna working at 2.4 GHz .Once each and 

everyone the switch is in the ON condition. The same antenna operates at 5.78 GHz 

as all the switches are OFF[11].The configuration of antenna is made known in 

figures 10[11] . 
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                                Figure 10:   Dual-Band Reconfigurable Yagi Antenna[11] 

For frequency reconfiguration also can be seen by when switch is ON and OFF sates 

shown in figure11 [11]. 

               

                                   Figure 11: ON-OFF Sates of Reconfigurable Yagi Antenna[11] 

The frequency reconfigurable microstrip-fed patch antenna is projected used for 

multi-frequency applications by Abu. [7]. The configuration of the antenna is 

publicized in figure 12-a [11]. Two pairs of small slits (slits 1–1' and 2–2') and three 

pairs of long slits 3–3', 4–4', and 5–5') be inserted into the two no radiating ends of 
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the patch[11]. The little slits 6–6' are worn to manage the impedance matching of the 

feed line[11]. 

              

Figure 12-a: Frequency Reconfigurable Slot Loaded Microstrip Patch Antenna[11] 

E-shaped microstrip patch antenna, which is fed by a coaxial probe and revealed 

in figure 12-b[11]is worn to propose a wideband reconfigurable antenna[11].  

 

              

                        Figure 12-b: Frequency Reconfigurable Slot Loaded Microstrip Patch Antenna[11] 
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U-shaped patch is united with three other rectangular patches to make a 

reconfigurable antenna so as to be switchable in two frequencies as shown above 

figure12a [11], and 12b [11]. 

2.4.1.3   Variable Reactive loading 

 Variable reactive loading is pretty alike to switch reconfigualbility. The only 

dissimilarity among the two scenario is that; in this technique, the alteration in 

effective antenna length of the antenna is manage with devices like varactor diode as 

switch or mechanisms that can get on a continuous range of standards 

characteristically capacitance that allows level rather than discrete changes in the 

operating frequency band of antenna[2]. A dual band reconfigurable slot antennas is 

proposed, in this practice loading on a slot antenna with a lumped capacitor varactor 

diodes at a definite spot along the slot [9]. Prearranged a set capacitor position along 

the slot, decreasing the capacitance outcome in rising the first and second resonant 

frequencies of the slot antenna[9].Also Ali Ejaz used varactor diode to tune the 

antenna frequency reconfiguration for wireless local area network (WLAN) [16]. 

2.4.1.4   Structural/Mechanical Changes 

 Changes in Mechanical relatively to electrical changes in antenna structure are 

capable of deliver larger frequency shifts, whether worn for switched or continuously 

variable bands[2]. The major challenges with these antennas stretch out in the 

physical design of the antenna, the actuation mechanism, and the maintenance of 

character in the face of considerable structural changes[17].Microstrip patch 

antenna patterns are premeditated on the surface electrode of the  ionic polymer 

metal composite (IPMC) for wireless transmission of the necessary power to put into 

action the IPMC[18].  

2.4.1.5   Material changes 

Changes in the material nature of designs can be generate the capability to tune 

antennas in frequency[2]. A useful electric and magnetic field can modify the relative 

permittivity ferroelectric material and permeability of ferrite correspondingly; this 

characteristic of changes in relative permittivity or permeability can be used to 

diverge the effective electrical length of antennas, in this fashion shifts in operating 

frequency is produced[2]. Inexpensive inspect antenna perception (lacking phase 

shifters), applying ferroelectrics, has been offered[19]. The possessions of 
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ferroelectric materials having a dielectric constant which is modulated at high 

frequencies, under the cause of an electric field bias operating at a 90 degree angle 

to the direction of propagation of the signal, is very striking and can be worn to build 

up a new family of devices operating in the microwave and mm-wave range[19]. 

Spiral arrays on in-plane magnetized ferrite substrates are observed for mutually 

usual and tilted incidence of linear polarized waves[20].  

2.5 Radiation/Pattern Reconfigurable Antennas 

Radiation reconfigurable antenna is an Electro-magnetic (EM) radiator whose 

radiation patterns are variable with switches[11]. Generally, the operating frequency 

of antenna is invariable, except in some situations it is intended to encompass unlike 

radiation patterns on different frequencies[11]. 

Pattern reconfigualbility facilitate wireless communication systems to keep away from 

noisy surroundings, far-off electronic jamming, and save energy by transmitting 

signals in the direction of projected users only[11]. 

Radiation reconfigurable antennas are often worn to enhance the channel capacity 

and widen the coverage area of a wireless arrangement[11]. A large amount of effort 

in past has been devoted to studying radiation reconfigurable antennas, for example 

by Yu Zhou designed an Pattern reconfigurable antennas with Omni-directional beam 

steering capacity are investigated for pick up the capacity of multiple-input multiple 

output (MIMO) systems [21]. 

Yuan-Qin projected pattern reconfigurable U slot antenna which consist of a U-slot 

patch and eight shorting position, every edge of the square patch is associated to two 

shorting position through PIN diodes [22].  

Reconfigurable antenna in recent times has been explored by the growth of wireless 

communication systems in turn to get better the on the whole system performance of 

diversity characteristics in polarizations, frequencies and radiation patterns[22].  

Well we examine one example of pattern reconfigurable fractal patch antenna as 

below in figure13 [11].         
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                                           Figure 13:  First Iteration Square Fractal Shape[11] 

 

 In initial step fractal shape that is construct by merging a square and a notch,  a 

geometry is afterward engaged in designing the pattern-reconfigurable planar 

microstrip fractal antenna [23]. 

In figure14[11], arrangement of a pattern reconfigurable planar fractal antenna with 

switches has been shown , here four PIN diodes are introduced [23]. 

       

                    Figure 14: Pattern Reconfigurable Planar Fractal Antenna with Switches[11] 

 

Similarly othere factors like variable reactive loading , matrial changes, and 

mechanical changes are in addition inculded in radiation reconfiguration . 
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2.6 Polarization Reconfigurability 

Polarization reconfiguration is suitable to offer vulnerability to interfering signals in 

changeable atmosphere in addition to make available a supplementary level of 

freedom to get better link quality as a type 

of switched antenna diversity [24]. In the direction of accomplish polarization 

reconfigualbility, the antenna configuration, material possessions, feed arrangement 

must change in manner that vary the mode of current flow on the antenna[2]. 

2.6.1 Methods to acquire Polarization Reconfigualbility  

There are two methods to attain polarization reconfigualbility which are analogous to 

the pattern reconfigualbility and frequency reconfigualbility. 

2.6.1.1  Switches 

Numerous antennas have been urbanized to convey reconfigurable polarization 

character by the use of switches [2]. Novel class of reconfigurable 

microstrip antennas, patch antennas in the course of switchable slots are adaptable 

for wireless communication systems[25]. Polarization reconfiguration is planned via 

voltage controlling, premeditated for Global Position System (GPS) operation[26]. 

2.6.1.2  Material changes 

An integrated leaky wave antenna duplexer or diplexer, supported on the  

standardized ferrite encumbered unlock radiating waveguide is 

commenced,  distinguished through identical transmitting and receiving frequencies, 

is executed directly inside the antenna credit to the non-reciprocity of the ferrite, so 

containing the call for  a circulator exterior to the antenna[27].The patch antennas is 

designed by means of ferrite materials, Ferrite patch antennas of square geometry 

have been made-up and experienced[28]. 

2.7 Multi/Compound Reconfigurable Antennas 

Multi/compound reconfigurable antenna is capable of alteration in excess of one of its 

parameters like frequency, pattern, and polarization[11]. The capability to work on 

different frequencies is extremely desirable for cell phone and supplementary 

wireless communication systems, which are necessary to work at the same time at 

dissimilar principles [11]. Pattern (radiation) and polarization reconfigurations are 
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commonly used to augment the channel capacity of a wireless system with the 

intention that more users be able to share the same spectrum at the equal time [11]. 

Yagi Uda antenna is intelligent to offer together broad side and end fire radiation 

patterns, initiating a few slots and slits on its patch elements[29]. The microstrip Yagi 

patch antenna was considered for frequency in addition to pattern(radiation) 

reconfigurations [29]. Reconfigurable antenna freshly has been wished-for with the 

growth of wireless communication systems in turn to build up the, in general system 

performance and uniqueness in polarizations, frequencies and radiation patterns[22]. 

Reconfigurable monopole antenna is proposed with two switches and to adjust    

current distributions in  and radiating antenna, the frequency and radiation pattern of 

the antenna[30].One more design with compound reconfiguration is presented by 

Jazi, M.N frequency selective surfaces screen depend on the straightforward dipole 

strips has been anticipated for a reconfigurable radiation pattern antenna[31]. 

2.8 Trade offs with Reconfiguration 

Multiple scopes herein trade off, together with reconfiguration speed, power 

utilization, actuation supplies (voltage or current), manufacture complication, 

robustness, and device life span, difficulty of control and bias networks, weight, 

volume, price tag, vibrant range, sensitivity, and performance[2]. Generally, 

mechanical reconfiguration means are slower than their electronic contradict part, but 

they can frequently get a large amount of remarkable changes in performance via 

physical alteration in the antenna structure[2]. 

 The established and corroboration of RF MEMS technology is moved forward to a 

certain degree with order for low price, elevated reliability of reconfigurable circuits 

and antennas[2].  

2.9 Conclusion 

Reconfigurable antennas have the capability to change their parameters in 

accordance with the environment changes. Reconfigurable antennas are also price 

tag in coming future wireless devices. 

In this chapter we discussed some considerations of reconfiguration like when 

frequency and radiation pattern are not easy to separate in the same system. 
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Three types of reconfiguration methods of antennas were study frequency 

reconfigurable antennas, pattern reconfigurable antennas and polarization 

reconfigurable antennas. Each reconfiguration has its own advantages and 

disadvantages. Pattern and frequency reconfigurable antennas have four means to 

reconfigure such as material changes, switches, mechanical or structure changes 

and with variable reactive loading.  

In frequency reconfigurable antennas, the operational frequency is varied by keeping 

no alteration in radiation and polarization. 

In pattern reconfigurable antennas the radiation pattern is changed by (switches, 

material changes, variable reactive loading and mechanical changes) by keeping 

unchanged frequency and polarization. 

In polarization reconfiguration the polarization is adjusted by (switches and material 

changes) through keeping constant or unchanged frequency and radiation pattern. 

In multi/compound reconfiguration both frequency and radiation might be changed by 

keeping unchanged polarization. 
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3 High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) V 13.0 
 

3.1 An Undersanding of HFSS 

The word HFSS is a short form for High Frequency Structure Simulator. It is a high 

performance full wave electromagnetic field simulator for 3D volumetric passive 

device modelling. It puts together simulation, visualization, solid modelling, and 

automation in a setting that makes easy learning and where solutions to 3D 

electromagnetic (EM) problems are swiftly and correctly achieved [32]. HFSS build 

use of the well-known Microsoft Windows graphical user interface and employs the 

Finite Element Method (FEM); FEM is a numerical technique for estimating the 

solution of partial differential equations and integral equations, adaptive meshing, 

and brilliant graphics to furnish users matchless performance and accomplished 

insight to all their 3D EM problems. HFSS is an interactive simulation system whose 

basic mesh element is tetrahedron [32].  

Ansoft HFSS is able to use to calculate parameters for example S-parameters, 

resonant frequency, and fields [32].  

 Antennas and Mobile Communication 

Patches, dipoles, horns, conformal cell phone antennas, helix, Specific  

Absorption Rate (SAR), Infinite Arrays, Radar Cross Section (RCS), 

Frequency Selective Surfaces (FSS) [32]. 

 Waveguide  

Filters, resonators, transitions, couplers[32]. 

 Filters 

Cavity filters, microstrip, dielectric package modeling BGA, QFP, and flip chip 

[32]. 

 PCB Board Model  

Power and ground planes, mesh grid grounds, backplanes [32]. 

 EMC/EMI 

Shield enclosures, coupling, near far or field radiation, similarly spiral 

inductors, transformers, coax, sfp/xfp, back planes, transition connectors [32]. 

Ansoft HFSS has developed over a time of years through input as of numerous users 

and industries, in industry; Ansoft HFSS is the tool of preference for high-productivity 

research, improvement, and virtual prototyping [32]. 
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3.2 HFSS Core technology 

 HFSS is an engineering design tool is its automated key method where users are 

merely mandatory to specify geometry, material assets and the required output [32]. 

HFSS will subsequently automatically generate a suitable, efficient and accurate 

mesh used for solving the problem with the verified finite element method, in design 

flow lessen engineering expenses, alleviate risk and shrinks time to marketplace[32]. 

3.2.1 Volumetric Meshing  

An innovative very robust volumetric meshing technique outcome in even further 

efficient and superior quality meshes that decreases memory and simulation time 

[32]. 

3.2.2 Ansoft Desktop 

The sophisticated ACIS supported modeling, accurate parametric technology and 

dynamic control with powerful generation details and dynamic field visualization.  The 

design flow automation and optometric/Ansoft designer/Ansoft links [32]. 

3.2.3 Advanced Material Types 

High frequency structure simulator (HFSS) has advance level of material types which 

are listed as below [32]. 

1. Frequency dependent materials 

2. Nonlinear materials 

3. Anisotropic materials 

3.2.4 Higher Boundary Conditions 

HFSS has advanced boundary conditions which are very important in designing 

especially in RF designing. Some prominent boundary conditions are listed below 

[32]. 

1. Radiation and Perfectly Matched layers Symmetry 

2. Finite conductivity 

3. Infinite planes, RLC  

4. Layered Impedance  

5.  Master/slave unit Cells 
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3.2.5 Advanced/Sophisticated Solver Technology 

HFSS is one of the simulator which has higher level solving capabilities to simulate 

the complex RF designing circuits , some fact are listed below [32]. 

1. Automatic conformal mesh generation 

2. Adaptive mesh generation 

3. Internal/External excitations comprises loss 

4. ALPS high-speed frequency sweep and Eigen mode 

3.3 HFSS Results 

HFSS has wide range of results which can be seen in matrix form data and fields. 

3.3.1 Matrix Data 

Matrix data covers several parameters such as modal, excitations, full wave spice, 

common display formats, and common output display formats [32]. 

3.3.1.1 Modal/Terminal/Differential  

In modal section important antennas parameters are considered which listed as 

below. 

1.  Reflection coefficient (S),admittance (Y), and impedance (Z) parameters 

2.  Voltage standing Wave ratio (VSWR) 

3.3.1.2 Excitations 

Excitation is responsible for complex propagation constant such as Gamma, and 

output impedance [32]. 

3.3.1.3  Full wave Spice  

Full wave spice also has a number of parameters’ as listed such as Matlab. 

1. Full wave spice as broadband model 

2. Lumped RLC such as low frequency model 

3. Partial fraction Matlab tool simulation  

4. Export formats for example H-spice, P-spice, Cadence Spectre, and Maxwell- 

spice 
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3.3.1.4  Input/Display format 

Different kinds of display format HFSS can support like rectangular, polar, Smith 

chart and data tables [32]. 

3.3.1.5  Output Format 

Similarly HFSS also provides Output service like other simulation software’s, different 

types of format can be seen as listed [32].  

1. Neutral models files (NMF) which have optometric parametric results 

2. Touchstone, data tables, Matlab and citifile 

3. Graphics such as operating systems (windows clipboard) 

3.3.2 Fields 

Fields also have identical parameters as matrix data, only one extra parameter which 

is field calculator.  

3.3.2.1  Modal/Terminal/Differential 

Field model has critical parameters of antennas which are key factor to see the 

behavior of fields such as: 

1. Electric field also written in short form as E-field  

2. Magnetic field also acknowledged as H- field 

3. Current (I) which can be consist on the volume or surface 

4. Power (P) is measured in dB in generally to see the antenna efficiency  

5. explicit absorption rate  

 

               Figure 15:  Electric (E) and Magnetic (H) Fields with HFSS  [32] 
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Here in this figure15 [32] as sample of electric and magnetic fields, E- field is 

represented with green color and magnetic field is represented with red color. 

3.3.2.2  Radiation  

HFSS is capable of to show two dimensional (2D), three dimensional (3D) radiation 

patterns which can be far field or near field [32]. Radar cross section (RCS) is also 

one sub factor of radiation .Sample of radiation pattern shown in figure16 [32].  

 

               Figure 16: Radiation Pattern in 3D with HFSS  [32] 

 

3.3.2.3  Display Format 

In display HFSS fields section have few formats like volume, surface, vector, 2D 

rectangular report, polar and radiation pattern [32].  

3.3.2.4  Output Format 

In fields output format section several formats is been serviced which are listed as 

[32]. 

1. Animations like as Audio Video Interleave (AVI) and  Graphic Interface Format 

(GIF) 

2. Data Tables and Matrix data  

3. Graphics windows Clipboard, BMP, GIF, JPG, TIFF, VRML 

3.4 HFSS uses the Finite Element Method (FEM)  

The main benefit of the FEM is used for solving partial differential equations lies in 

the facility of the fundamental building blocks used to discretize the model to be 

conventional for subjective geometry [32]. The arbitrary shape of the necessary 
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building block (tetrahedron as in figure17[32]) as well allows HFSS to create a coarse 

mesh where smaller quantity of cells are required to yield an precise solution, while 

generating a delicately discretized mesh where the field is quickly changeable or 

privileged accuracy is considered necessary to get an accurate global solution[32]. 

The FEM has been a standard designed for solving problems in structure mechanics 

since the1950’s [32]. 

                           

                                               Figure 17:  Tetrahedron  [32] 

 

3.4.1 Tangential Vector Finite Elements (TVFEs)  

Tangential vector basis functions permitted the well correct finite element method for 

electromagnetic field solution [32]. Tangential vector finite elements (TVFEs) prevail 

over nearly all of the shortcomings of node based finite elements for electromagnetic 

simulations[32]. 

3.4.2 Transfinite Element Method 

Transfinite element method is used for speedy and correct multi-mode S parameter 

taking out [34]. A numerical practice called the transfinite element method is old in 

conjunction with the planar waveguide model to analyze MMIC devices[33]. By 

means of analytic basis functions jointly with finite element rough calculation 

functions in a variation method, the transfinite element method decides the fields and 

scattering S-parameters for a broad range of strip-line and microstrip devices[33]. 

3.4.3 Adaptive Meshing 

Automatic mesh creation and adaptive sophistication intended for reliable, repeatable 

and efficient outcome .To get better the finite element modeling of macroscopic eddy 

currents losses associated with motion and a time unstable electrical excitation, an 
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original error principle for adaptive meshing, depend on a local power 

preservation[34]. 

3.5 High Performance Computing (HPC) 

High performance computing (HPC) involves the following factors for solving parallel 

processing. 

3.5.1 Domain Decomposition Method (DDM) 

The distributed memory parallel solver procedure to facilitate and distributes mesh 

sub domains to a network of processors. This technique is a hybrid iterative and 

direct solver method that radically amplifies the simulation capacity via distributing 

the RAM treatment across several computers. Also permit the solution of advanced 

reliability and better models. Sample of model is shown in figure18 [11]. 

                              

                  Figure 18: Domain Decomposition Method (DDM)  [32] 

 

3.5.2 Multiprocessing (MP) 

The MP preference is worn for solving models lying on a single machine by multiple 

processors or cores which distribute RAM. Boost the throughput by speeding up turn-

around time for single entity simulations.MP figure is shown in figure19 [32]. 
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                         Figure 19:  Multiprocessing(MP) [32] 

 

3.5.3 Distributed Solve Option (DSO) 

Distributed solve option (DSO) allocates the users to distribute the parametric studies 

or frequency point on a variety of machines on a single network. Thereby permits the 

users to divide multiple pre-defined parametric design distinction or frequency points 

or mutually, works out each simulation illustration lying on an independent machine 

and after that recollect the data. 

3.5.4 Remote Simulation Manager (RSM) 

Remote simulation manager (RSM) supervises communications among local and 

remote computers for HFSS simulations used by DSO, DDM, and remote work out to 

communicate through networked workstations [32]. 

3.5.5 HFSS Integral Equation (IE) Applications & Advantages  

1. Professional way out method for large, open, radiating or scattering analyses 

2. Antenna placement, radar cross section (RCS), and S-parameters 

3. Successful consumption of automated adaptive meshing technique as of 

HFSS [32]. 
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3.6 HFSS Integral Equation (IE) 

HFSS-IE (Integral Equation) in an voluntary solver with the aim of solve the sources 

or currents on the surface of conduction and dielectric objects in open regions by 

building use of a method called as method of moments[32]. furthermore, it uses 

adaptive cross estimation scheme in conjunction with an iterative matrix solver 

results in lessening of the memory desires in addition to reduce complexity, thus 

allows this tool  be worn for solving awfully bulky problems[32].  

Adaptive enhancement is used amid HFSS to construct best mesh which provides 

precise results. Additionally, HFSS designs while source might be supplemented into 

HFSS-IE design by the use of a data link [32]. This accumulation assist designer with 

the alternative to pick the most competent solver for a detailed situation and obtain 

benefit of both the solvers [32]. The feed can be shaped in HFSS and after that the 

fields from simulation can concurrent into HFSS-IE design or it can be incorporated in 

the HFSS-IE design and insert it’s scattering in the finishing result. Likewise, HFSS-

IE is helpful for radiation and scattering studies of outsized structure, particularly 

conducting structures [32]. 

 

3.7 Method of Moments (MoM) 

The method of moments (MOM) is a practice worn to solve electromagnetic boundary 

Or volume integral equations in the frequency domain [32]. 

 HFSS-IE exploit MoM technique to solve in support of the sources or currents on the 

surfaces of conducting and dielectric substance in open regions[35]. First and 

foremost, method of moments is a scheme that shrinks the complex integral equation 

to a system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations in language of unknown 

current [35]. Once the current is identified, it is fairly very straightforward to compute 

the radiation pattern and impedance [35]. 

There are some methods of (MoM) which are used to solve out the integral 

equations. 

3.7.1 Pocklington’s Integral Equation 

This is one general way to linear integral equations derived by Pocklington’s in 1897. 

It happens during the dealing of wire antennas and endorsed Pocklington’s to 
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illustrate that current distribution on thin wires is just about sinusoidal and propagate 

more or less with the velocity of light [35]. The current curving on a cylindrical 

antenna-Pocklington's integral equation that might be put into a standard structure of 

double integral equations[36]. 

3.7.2 Piecewise Sinusoidal Galer’kin Method 

 The handiest technique in Method of Moments (MoM) is to give the explanation for 

thin wire problems [35]. An examination of the surface current distribution in a normal 

mode helical antenna (NMHA) is accounted, which permits accurate prediction of the 

performance of NMHAs, while customary wire antenna[37].  

3.7.3 Hallen’s Integral Equation 

 This is typical linear integral equations imitative by Hallen’s. This approach is awfully 

common and can be presented with modern computational schemes and equipments 

to determine the attribute of complex configurations antenna rudiments [35]. 

3.7.4 Reaction Integral Equation 

 Rumsy commence in (1954) a physical recognizable like mass, charge, length called 

reactions which allowed a common approach to boundary value problems in 

electromagnetic theory[35]. 

3.8 HFSS Applications  

Exploitation of HFSS ranges from microwave and RF apparatus and antennas to high 

speed integrated chip (IC) and packages. Its capability to deliver incomparable 

accuracy, capacity, speed, certifying compact engineering time and amplified 

productivity make HFFS top choice for extensive range of appliances. Some 

applications are like RF and microwave, antenna system, Printed Circuit Board (PCB) 

[32]. 

3.8.1 Microwave and Radio Frequency (RF) Applications 

The potential of on condition that matchless functioning, capacity and accurateness 

in results encouraged engineers to use HFSS for designing high frequency 

components being used in communications systems, radar systems, cellular phones, 

computers and satellites for example follows [32]: 
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1. Passive components for instance couplers, multiplexers, filters, ferrite 

circulators 

2. Antennas such as horns, dipoles, patches, spirals, and reflector antennas  

3. Multi-band antennas, e.g. for wireless communication device; 

4. Phased-array antennas 

5. Antenna feed networks 

6. Waveguides for example resonators and transitions. 

7. Advanced electromagnetic structures like frequency-selective surfaces (FSS) 

electromagnetic band-gap (EBG) structures and meta-materials  

8. RF coils for MRI  

9. Shielding to reduce electromagnetic 

10. Interference (EMI) and satisfy 

11. Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) requirements 

12.  Platforms with condensed radar cross section (RCS) 

13. Connectors – Coax, SFP/XFP,  backplane, transitions 

14. Transformers 

Here in figure20 [32] some of applications can be seen with HFSS which shown 

as below.  

            

                Figure 20: Filter, RF and Microwave Applications with HFSS [32] 

 

3.8.2 Antenna Systems 

Antennas are significant components of each/every communication system. HFSS 

offers beyond compare performance for analysing arbitrary 3D radiating elements 
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such planar antennas for example  patches, dipoles, horns and spirals, waveguide, 

arrays and radar cross section (RCS) [32]. 

 HFSS presents an advantage to facilitate it automatically calculates definite 

important parameters like gain (G), directivity (D), near and far field radiation pattern, 

efficiency and input impedance (𝑍𝑍𝑍)[32,33]. Additionally, it is able to link field data 

between multiple HFSS models to confine the total behaviour of the antenna system 

from transmitter to receiver together with the active RF front end through dynamic co-

simulation with software application [32]. 

3.8.3 High Speed Digital/Single Integrity Applications 

HFSS  automation for precision, capacity and performance lets engineers to 

straightforwardly design and guesstimate signal integrity and electromagnetic 

interference in connectors, transmission lines and Vias on printed circuit boards 

(PCBs) and high-speed components worn in computer servers and storage devices, 

multimedia PCs, entertainment systems and telecom systems[32,33]. Here some 

bold points which are listed below [33]: 

1. On chip passive components for example spiral inductors and critical 

interconnects 

2. Highly developed IC packages, plus ball grid array (BGA) packages, multichip 

modules (MCM), low temperature co fired ceramic (LTCC) devices, and RF 

system in package (SiP)  

3. Decisive parts of printed circuit boards (PCBs) like vias, lands, transmission 

lines, gridded power and ground planes 

4. Connectors such as SFP/XFP, VHD, GBX, NexLev, Coax and USB 

3.8.4 High Speed Components 

The exact depiction of electric characteristics of high speed interconnects for the 

components function at frequencies afar 1G Hz is obtainable by S parameters [33].  

HFSS offers the correct measurement of S parameters and full wave SPICE models 

for complex trace routing and components for example connectors, single ended 

Vias, transitions and connectors, at frequencies in G Hz [32,33]. 
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3.8.5 PCB Circuit Design and Communication System Verification 

Enhancement in thickness of components and board layers might cause surprising 

signal coupling [33]. Avoiding these locality special effects can results in various 

problems for example frequency shifts and forged oscillations. Consequently, it 

requires the need of parasitic extraction and on the whole system verification [33]. 

HFFS detains the component to component communication, transmission line 

coupling, and electrical behaviour of structures [32]. Power full handshaking involving 

HFSS and designer SI transient circuit simulation certifies exact judgment of PCB 

signal and power integrity [33]. 

3.9 Conclusion  

HFSS is stand for High Frequency Structure Simulation this simulation tool is used 

for 3D full wave electromagnetic field simulation with the principle of being used in 

engineering industries. 

 HFSS convey Electric (E) and Magnetic (H) fields, currents (I), S-parameters and 

near and far field radiated end results for example rectangular plot and radiation 

pattern. Excepting its expediency like an engineering design tool, HFSS as well offers 

resources of success automated solution where designers/users are merely requisite 

to stipulate geometry, material properties and the considered necessary output. 

HFSS will in that case automatically create a proper, efficient and exact mesh for 

resolving the problem and it utilizes the finite element method (FEM). The finite 

element method divides a full problem gap into thousands of minor regions. 

HFSS comprises High Performance Computing (HPC) preferences which give intra 

and inter machine parallel working out the processing in making employ of 

techniques for exemplar Domain Decomposition Method (DDM), Distributed Solve 

alternatives (DSO) and Multiprocessing (MP).  

Likewise, HFSS-IE is a discretionary solver which is exceptionally efficient for 

radiation and scattering studies of big items particularly conducting structures. It 

makes use of the practice famous as Method of Moment (MoM) to determine the 

currents lying on the surface of conducting and dielectric objects within an open 

region.  

MoM is a practice that is worn for solving electromagnetic problems. Electromagnetic 

problems could be articulated as integral equation and Electric Field Integral 
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Equation (EFIE) is the mostly often used electromagnetic equation that could be 

solved by means of finite element technique. 

 EFIE is transformed into matrix equation via isolating the surface of the conductor 

into various triangles and considering current distribution resting on each triangle. 

This procedure of transforming integral equation to matrix equation is famous as 

MoM.  

 HFSS is used in several applications like microwave/RF, antenna systems, single 

integrity applications; designing RF elements like antenna, filters, design grip high 

speed module and a lot of additional applications.  

HFFS expanded high achievement in industry for the reason that it slashes down 

design cost, restrained risks and diminished period to marketplace.  
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4  Antenna Designing, Results and Discussion 

4.1 Introduction 

Antennas are of different types and it is factual that not every antenna be able to be 

reconfigured, but at a standstill readily available several types of reconfigurable 

antennas have been urbanized by engineers and researchers for a choice of 

applications for occasion reconfigurable apertures, reconfigurable microstrip 

antennas, reconfigurable nomadic wave antennas, reconfigurable monopole/dipole 

antennas. Furthermore, each one type of antenna is suitable for convinced 

applications. The brand of antenna designed herein work is reconfigurable microstrip 

antenna. 

In this chapter a designing of simple microstrip antenna to complex reconfigurable 

antenna for wireless application is presented. It envelops the justification of reasoned 

design of a microstrip antenna, parametric studies which will help to passed out to 

observe the antenna characteristics. Also the calculations of patch and strip line is 

been introduced, simulation results will be the evident of suggested hypothesis. In 

this work most effort will be on to get maximum gain and power savings. 

4.2 Reconfigurable Microstrip Antenna Why so Important? 

Microstrip antenna is an antenna which is most adaptable antenna that could be 

used as a single element in miniature devices in addition to large phased arrays [2]. 

A few of the advantages of microstrip antennas are that they are low profile, easy to 

fabricate and easy to feed [2].  They also proffer the disadvantages of comprising low 

bandwidth and show off low efficiency as compared to other antennas [2]. Dielectric 

and conductor losses bound the antenna efficiency; also, it is widely used in portable 

devices at present [2].  

Each and every one of applications that use microstrip antenna have the prospective 

to get hold of advantages from the addition of reconfigualbility.For example it can 

assists to select operating systems as different systems operate at distinctive 

frequencies and lessen interference over and above to guide radiation patterns away 

from noise sources[2].   
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4.3 Antenna Geometry and Calculations of Physical lengths  

 Microstrip antenna consists of a patch of conducting material on the upper surface of 

the substrate cut off from the ground plane. Since it is talked about prior in chapter 1 

that form of the patch can be whichever, but generally usually worn are rectangular 

and circular shapes. Herein work microstrip rectangular patch antenna is calculated 

as shown in figure 21. Numerous substrates to facilitate the design microstrip 

antenna , by and large have ɛr in the range from 2.2 to 12 [1].  At this time antenna is 

premeditated on FR4 substrate with the dielectric constant of 4.4 (ɛr = 4.4) [9].  

4.3.1 Patch Length (L) and Width (W) 

             

                                   Figure 21:  Microstrip Patch Antenna Calculator 

 

From the figure 21 showing above is the calculations been done the dielectric 

constant (ɛr) is equal to 4.4, dielectric height (h) is 1.6mm, resonant frequency is 

5GHz. By synthesize and analyze patch length (L) and patch width is determined 

here L=12.8mm, and W=18.2 but here due to designing issue with results it can be 

changed. 
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4.3.2 Strip Line or Feed Line Calculations 

Strip line calculations is also been done with microstrip line calculator to find out the 

physical length and width which is shown in figure 22. 

   

                        Figure 22: Microstrip Line (Feed Line) Calculator 

 

In this figure 22 as above, the calculation of strip line is introduced, after synthesizing 

and analyzed the strip line length and width is determined. The strip line (L=8.2mm), 

and strip width (W=3mm). 

4.3.3 Simulation Results of 5GHz: 

                                   

Figure 23: S11 Parameters at 5 GHz Resonance Band 
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Here in figure 23 the simulation result is shown by taking the specifications that has 

been discussed in section 4.3. The simulation results With HFSS v13 is verified the 

specifications. 

4.4 Multiband Designing 

 E and U shape two slots are slot in the patch support on trial and error scheme to 

accomplish multiband resonance. The microstrip strip feed line is intended in 

previous section (4.3) with help strip line calculator to feed the antenna, the position 

of strip line to feed the patch in proper way is not an easy job .But by thumb rule the 

position of microstrip line is one third (1/3) of the total length of patch (length + width) 

. For to get exact resonance of bands the position of strip line is very important and 

crucial part of the designing for that the position feed line in need to be set by some 

time trial and error  technique .The functioned antenna geometry that capitulate finest 

simulation results is shown in figure 24 which is taken from HFSS design. 

                 

Figure 24: Multiband with E and U Slots with Horizontal and Vertical View. 

 

The substrate size is 33x33 mm2 and the height (h) is 1.6 mm. The patch length (Lp) 

and patch width (Wp) are 12.8 mm and 17 mm correspondingly. The length of the 

feed line (Lf) is 8.2mm and its width (Wf) is 2mm which already been discussed in 

section 4.3. The simulation end result of S11 parameters and radiation pattern in 

support of this meticulous design are publicized in figure 25 where two views have 

been shown from HFSS. 
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4.4.1 Simulation Result of Multiband  

                                  

                                  Figure 25: S11 Parameters of Multiband 

 

As the simulation result shows in figure 25 above that the proposed multiband 

microstrip antenna is resonating at three frequencies which are 3.50GHz, 4.350GHz, 

and 5.4300GHz respectively.  

The radiation pattern in E-plane and H-plane of tri band antenna exhibits smooth 

filtered response devoid of any ripples and show evidence of excellent radiation 

pattern as shown in figures 26a, b, c, d, e and f. 

                         

                     Figure 26-a:  Radiation Pattern in E-Plane at 3.50 GHz 
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                                        Figure 26-b: Radiation pattern in H-Plane at 3.50 GHz 

 

             Figure 26c: Radiation Pattern in E-Plane at 4.350 GHz 

 

The red solid line is showing gain (dB) in Phi (Φ) and black solid line presenting gain 

in Theta (ᶿ). 
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                                                Figure 26d: Radiation pattern in H-Plane at 4.350 GHz 

 

                                             Figure 26e: Radiation pattern in E-Plane at 5.3400 GHz 

 

                                                Figure 26f: Radiation Pattern in H-Plane at 5.3400 GHz 
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4.5 Reconfiguration of Multiband Microstrip Antenna 

Formerly the designing of the multiband microstrip antenna is concluded; the 

subsequent task is to include reconfigualbility in the projected design. The opening 

step in the direction of that is to make a decision which kind of reconfigualbility to 

realize and which technique to take on. 

4.5.1 Reconfiguration Procedure Assortment  

Since it is talked about in section 2, reconfigualbility be able to categorize into three 

main categories Frequency Response, Polarisation and Radiation Pattern. Each one 

type has various means to carry out it. The sort of reconfiguration to attain and way to 

accept for reaching it depends ahead the application and antenna geometry. On the 

other hand, a variety of trade-offs among the obtainable methods are required to be 

well thought-out by the designer for example reconfiguration speed which user 

demanded, power utilization which application required to work in proper mode, 

current and voltage needs, asking price, manufacture complication, time to market, 

mass, dimension, robustness, sensitivity and performance[2]. 

 For case in point, mechanical reconfiguration schemes are sluggish as compare to 

electronic methods except generally yield extreme alterations in the performance 

through varying the antenna geometry physically [2].  Electrically focused mechanical 

relay and RF MEMS switches give improved isolation and low power spending as 

compared to solid state switches like as PIN diode and FETs excluding they are not 

better in sides of power handling competencies and switching speediness[2]. 

Herein designing, reconfigurable multiband microstrip antenna is projected for 

wireless communication application such as LANs, WLAN, and cognitive radio. 

Consequently, applications needed an antenna equipped with the ability of 

reconfiguring its operational frequency is to be present design and that could be 

achieved by the use of frequency response reconfigualbility [2]. Four different 

techniques to accomplish frequency response reconfigualbility are examined in 

section 2. 

Variable capacitance loading is worn at this time, this scheme take advantage of 

varactor diode that tenders low cost, simple to fabricate, good quality reconfiguration 

pace, lesser weight, tiny dimension and excellent performance [2].  
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4.5.2 Parametric Study of Multiband  

Once the scheming of a multiband microstrip antenna is designed, after that to get 

reconfigualbility. To construct an antenna reconfigualbility parametric study is so 

significance for the reason that it assists the designer to examine the performance of 

frequency response of the multiband antenna and through knowing it, a designer is 

able to discover whether the wishing results can be attained through this design or 

not gettable to get.  

Fundamentally, parametric study engages the analysis of frequency response with 

altering the geometry of the antenna such as length (L) and width (W) of the patch, 

and the slots which are inserted to make the antenna be multiband.  

To see the resonance of a meticulous frequency 3.50 GHz, 4.350 GHz and 5.3400 

GHz which are designed for this antenna, the parameters is varied to view their 

special effects when the parameters are be changed . 

4.5.2.1   Patch Length of Multiband 

The parametric study illustrates that the alteration in the patch’s length (Lp) cause the 

change in frequency in 4 GHz band  simulation results are exposed in Figure 27. 

                

                                     Figure 27: S11 Parameters of Multiband with Changing Patch Length 

Simulation results exhibits that increase in Lp motives the frequency to decrease. 
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in 4 GHz band. Additionally, it is obvious as shown in result that there is no change in 

the resonance frequencies of other bands whereas 4 GHz band is resonating. 

4.5.2.2 U slot 

The width U-shape slot of (Wu) is varied to examine its special effects on the 

frequency response of the antenna. It is seen that lessen in Wu caused resonance 

frequency of 4 GHz band to increase. The simulation results are show in figure 28. 

              

    

                                                                      Figure 28: S11 Parameters 

 

Analogous behaviour of 4 GHz band was seen when Lp be changed as shown in 

figure 27 above But deviation in Wu caused noteworthy alterations in the resonance 

frequency of 5 GHz band.  

4.5.2.3 E Slot 

Numerous changes can be through in E-shape slot like as changing the length of 

legs LE1, LE2 and LE3 also width of E-shape slot (WE). The change in width (WE) is in 

charge of resonance frequency in all bands, and enlarge in WE caused reduce in 

resonance frequency of 5 GHz band even as for other two bands frequency greater 

than before. The simulation results are shown in figure 29. 
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                                                                           Figure 29: S11 Parameters 

Conversely, simply the change in resonance frequency of 5 GHz band is observed 

when LE1 and LE2 are altered at once. Increase in LE1 and LE2 grounds effective 

length of current to boost that resulted in drop off of resonance frequency. 

Consequently, mutually LE1 and LE2 conclude the resonance frequency in 5 GHz 

band. The simulation results are shown in figure 30. 

 

                                                   Figure 30: S11 Parameters 
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Simulation results shows that the reconfiguration of 5 GHz band is achieved without 

disturbing the 3 GHz band, but there is minor variation in 4 GHz band which is 

unimportant.  

4.6 Getting Reconfigualbility 

Previously it is determined that frequency response reconfigualbility to accomplish 

and variable reactive loading scheme to exercise, subsequently step is to obtain this 

implemented. Keep in mind, it is illustrated previously that microstrip antenna 

functions in resonance and its operating frequency, linked bandwidth and current 

distribution on the antenna that resolves the radiation pattern depend on the effective 

electrical length of the antenna. Thus the operational frequency of the antenna can 

be reconfigured by means of varying the electrical length in a reasonable mode. 

Consequently, bringing in varactor diodes at positions wherever they competently 

alter the effective electrical length of antenna can carry frequency response 

reconfigualbility keen on conventional design. Additionally, key objective is to obtain 

independent alteration of operational frequency. 

As a result, prior to employing fine-tuning varactor diodes hooked on design, initially, 

inspect the current flow paths for each of the resonance frequencies through 

observing the surface current distribution (SCD) on the patch for each one of the 

resonance frequency because it will assist to recognize the locations where varactor 

diodes can be incorporated to get longing target. The magnitude surface current 

distribution and vector surface current distribution for resonance frequencies is 

shown in figures 31a, 31b. 

 

              Figure 31-a: Magnitude SCD at 3.350 GHz 
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The red regions on top of the patch are the positions where current distribution is 

physically powerful for the specific resonating frequency. On converse, spot in blue 

colour are with smallest amount potency. Moreover, it can be scrutinizes from vector 

surface current distribution that mostly current runs alongside the patch width. For 

that reason, insertion a varactor along the patch width where current distributing is 

powerful will vary the effective current length and in go round operating frequency. 

Commit to memory, this was pragmatic in geometrical parametric studies that patch 

width administrate the resonance frequency in 3GHz band. 

                           

                     Figure 31-b: Vector SCD at 3.350 GHz 

In the same way, for 4 GHz band, current distribution is well-built in U slot and in E 

slot and largely current go after by the side of the patch length. It was also seen in 

geometrical studies that patch length conclude the resonance frequency in 4 GHz 

band as shown in figure 32a,32b. 

     

       Figure 32-a: Magnitude SCD at 4.350 GHz                      Figure 32-b: Vector SCD at 4.350 GHz 
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Similarly for 5 GHz band magnitude surface current density and vector (SCD) is 

shown in figures 33a, 33b respectively. 

        

        Figure 33-a: Magnitude SCD at 5.350 GHz                             Figure 33b: Vector SCD at 5.350 

GHz 

 

As the well-built current distribution regions are identified, then job is to put the 

position where effective current length for precise frequency can be changed 

independently. Some kind of substitution has to be made as there are convinced 

locations where current distribution for two or other frequencies is incredibly strong 

may called common locations. Therefore, to achieve desire end of realizing 

independent fine-tuning, such ordinary positions need to be avoided. The antenna 

geometry intended for attaining independent tuning of 5 GHz band.  

As the required result is shown in figure35, the 5GHz band is configuring or tuning 

independently, but the negligible variation is also on 3GHz band which is 

meaningless. Because the for WLANs we need 5GHz band , Here in this work the 

entire 5GHz to 6GHz bands are covered . 

Consequently there are 23 channels can be used with same antenna. One of the 

most important parameter in this design is 5GHz band is functioning above -25dB, as 

we know minimum gain is -10dB for proper communication. 
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                                         Figure 34: Final Antenna Designing  

In figure 34 the final required result is presented, Capacitor (C) and two varactor 

diodes is used as D1 and D2. The capacitor is inserted in the path due practical 

reason, it will stop the direct current (Dc). The D2 is used the change the capacitance 

of reactive load to attaining the reconfiguration at 5 to 6GHz band. Moreover this 

antenna is not only useful in unlicensed band as 5GHz but it is also useful at 

3.65GHz for satellite TV and WiMAX which is deployed in America. 
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Simulation Results 

 

                               Figure 35: S11 Parameters of Final Result 

 

4.7  Chapter Summary 

This chapter has investigated the designing of a multiband reconfigurable antenna by 

means of HFSS. The antenna design procedure is conceded out in two steps. Initially 

conventional multiband antenna is intended and finally proposed design is explored 

to put in reconfigualbility in it. When designing of conventional multiband antenna is 

achieved; then geometrical parametric study is passed out to inspect the effects 

basis’s by variation in geometrical parameter of the antenna lying on resonant 

frequency. Furthermore variable reactive loading method is worn to get 

reconfigualbility. This method having the use of varactor diodes whose capacitance 

changes by varying reverse bias voltage. While the key purpose is to fine-tune 

resonant frequency independently, so for achieving that diode position is 

acknowledged by inspecting surface current distribution and best possible spot is 

picked via testing and error technique. As result independent tuning or 

reconfiguration of resonant frequency in 5 GHz band is seen as capacitance of the 

diode is changed. 

The antenna designing with HFSS is talented; FR4 material is used as substrate, 

varactor diode with capacitance range 0.6 pF to 8.5 pF and reverse bias voltage 
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range 30V to 0V is incorporated on the antenna patch and independent fine-tuning 

resonant frequency at 5 GHz is observed as reverse bias voltage is altered.  

4.8 Projected Antenna Application 

At present 2.4 GHz ISM band is the most adopted unlicensed band available in the 

world; in most of the countries ranges from 2.4 to 2.483 GHz. Wireless LAN IEEE 

802.11b/g/n is the common application that uses 2.4 GHz ISM band. Besides WLAN, 

Bluetooth technology, IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee, cordless phones, microwave ovens, 

other industrial & home use appliance and many other applications use 2.4 GHz ISM 

band. Being unlicensed and widely used by many technologies; 2.4 GHz band has 

become increasingly crowded and interference problem has become inevitable. Only 

solutions to interference problem in to either use very good frequency planning or 

find an alternative unlicensed frequency band [16]. 

Freshly; USA & Canada have shown have developed 5 GHz WLAN standards. The 5 

GHz band is divided into numerous sub-bands named as Unlicensed National 

Information Infrastructure (UNII) bands. The UNII-1 band is chosen for indoor 

operations, the UNII-2 and UNII-2 extended bands are for indoor and outdoor 

operations, and the UNII-3/ISM band is intended for outdoor bridge products and 

may be used for indoor WLANs as well [38].The UNI bands figure34[38] is shown 

below. 

 

Figure 36: 5GHz WLAN Bands [38] 

4.9 Advantages of 5 GHz Band WLAN over 2.4 GHz Band WLAN 

The 5 GHz band for Wireless LAN communication, numerous recompenses and cost 

reduction can be pulled off. By adding up 23* promising Wireless LAN channels as 

shown in figure36 [38] above, frequency setting up, density (the number of active 

wireless devices inside the radio coverage space) and the installation complication 
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can be noticeably enhanced. An additional plus would be the freeing up of the 2.4 

GHz band for other radio technologies.  These compensations, together with 

increasing accessibility of 5 GHz industrial products, will boost the use of the 5 GHz 

band greatly in the near future. So far, the exercise of the 5 GHz band in industrial 

applications has been comparatively partial to products such as smaller access 

points and small compact clients. Already on hand  the market are OEM wireless 

modules for incorporation in various industrial products as well as serial Wireless 

LAN clients for integration of smaller devices and existing serial communication 

based products[39]. 

5 Conclusion 

Design of Multiband reconfigurable microstrip antenna furnished with the competency 

of fine-tuning one of the operating frequencies independently has been reconnoitred 

in this thesis. High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) V 13 is the software tool is 

used to achieve antenna designing. Beforehand the antenna planning starts, 

fundamentals of reconfigurable antenna comprising significant antenna parameters, 

and several categorizations; approaches can be used to attain reconfigualbility, 

possible inferences that could get up in designing  are explored. Subsequently 

essentials of HFSS are defined that integrate its structures, significant innovations is 

V13, methods engaged to solve complications and its submissions. 

When fundamentals of reconfigurable antennas and HFSS are enclosed, succeeding 

mission was to design a multiband reconfigurable antenna that can be shared keen 

on two main parts. First, project a straight multiband antenna and next, examine the 

design to complement reconfigualbility in it. Once scheming of conventional 

multiband antenna is talented; after parametric study is supported to inspect the 

design for accomplishing reconfigualbility. Parametric study comprises the distinction 

in geometrical parameter of the antenna and perceives its properties on resonant 

frequency. 

Future reconfigualbility is completed through variable reactive loading tactic that 

contains the usage of varactor diodes whose capacitance differs with varying reverse 

bias voltage. The key objective was to reconfigure the resonant frequency 

independently, to reach that location of diode is acknowledged by scrutinizing surface 

current distribution (SCD) and finest location is selected. This thesis has sight seen 
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the design of a reconfigurable multiband microstrip antenna. Reconfigualbility can be 

accomplished over reconfiguring any of the important antenna parameters for 

specimen polarisation, radiation pattern and frequency response. Herein work idea of 

frequency response reconfigualbility is considered and variable reactive loading 

procedure is engaged, and established on simulation outcomes resulting scrutiny can 

be ended: 

 Parametric study produces that independent fine-tuning of all resonant 

frequencies is attainable. Furthermore it is perceived that patch width and 

proportions of E-slot concludes the resonant frequency in 3GHz and 5GHz band 

correspondingly whereas in 4GHz band resonant frequency is fined via L-slot and 

patch length which can be seen figures 28,33a and 32b. 

 Projected antenna is echoing at several frequencies and has the capability to fine-

tuning its resonant frequency in 5GHz band as shown in figure 34. 

The analysis based on measured results is as follows: 

 Implemented multiband reconfigurable antenna is equipped with the capability of 

altering one of its operating frequencies independently.  

 Finally, the thesis can be finished as follows: 

 Aim of the thesis to build multiband reconfigurable antenna is rewarded as 

multiband response is attained. 

 Main goal to realize independent fine-tuning of operating frequency is 

achieved as independent tuning of 5 GHz band is accomplished. 

6 Future Work  

Impending effort can be conceded from the following future work ideas as: 

1. Project can be auxiliary explored to shape a single patch antenna furnished 

with competence of reconfiguring whichever of its resonant frequency self-

sufficiently. 

2. Research can be finished to attain hybrid reconfigualbility, hybrid in a way that 

initially attain alterations in the resonant frequency bands and after adjust each 

of the bands.  

3. Enterprise a Reconfigurable multiband antenna talented with both 2.4 GHz & 

5GHz operating bands. Antenna could be fortified with the capability of tuning 
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both bands autonomously. This could aid the system to switch after one 

functional frequency to other; if it figures out any interference or noises on 

specific operational frequency. 
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